
Please have a read through of all the instructions before you start 
your dinner. From the feedback we’ve received from all of our diners, 
we’d recommend working your way through course by course. Each 
course will take 10-15 minutes to prepare and cook, so the breaks in 

between courses won’t disrupt the whole meal. 

The focus of this meal box is to use some of the fishermen and 
farmers that have been most affected by the closure of restaurants. 

The scallops and mussels come from Cornwall and are ordered 
specifically for us - right now the fishing industry is struggling 

because of how unpredictable demand is, and how perishable fish are. 

The Aylesbury ducks are from a farm in Devon that we’ve worked 
with since the beginning of Lyle’s - they are all hand plucked and 
hung for 3 weeks to develop flavour and improve texture. It also 

features one of my favourite ingredients - a type of radicchio called 
‘rosella di lusia’ from Verona - absolutely stunning in appearance and 
subtle bitterness that works so well with the blood oranges. Lastly 
there is a chocolate tart that you’ll bake at home, we spent a very 
long time adapting this for the home and hope that you’ll find the 

results very satisfying and tasty!

Best of luck, we hope you enjoy your meal. Thanks very much for 
your support, we really appreciate it!

James and the Lyle’s team 

Lyle’s Duck Box



Bread & Butter 



1. Put the loaf on the middle shelf of the oven for 12 minutes- the 
aim is to bring back the crunchy crust of the bread and to enjoy it 
warm 

2. Take the butter out of the fridge so that it’s served at room 
temperature

Bread & Butter 
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You’ll need: 
 

- Oven preheated to 180C or 190C if not fan assisted



Mussels, Brassicas, Cider & Lovage



1. Cut open the bag of mussels and pour away the brine.

2. Put them in a bowl in the sink and run them under cold water for 
1 minute.

3. Pour the mussel sauce into the pot and turn on to a high heat.

4. Bring the liquid to the boil, drop in the mussels and put the lid on

5. Cook the mussels for 30 seconds, then add in the chopped brassicas 
and give them a good stir.

6. Put the lid on and cook for a further 60 seconds- your aim is to 
cook them until all of the mussels open, so if you need to cook 
longer, don’t be concerned.

7. Once all the mussels have opened, add in the mussel seasoning. 

8. Pick out and divide the mussels and brassicas evenly between two 
bowls. 

9. Pour the lovage oil into the mussel sauce, give it a quick stir and 
then pour the contents of the pot evenly between the two bowls.

Mussels, Brassicas, Cider & Lovage
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You’ll need: 
 

- 15cm pot, with lid

10 minutes cooking time



Scallops, Artichokes, Preserved 
Lemon & Fennel Pollen



1. Warm the artichoke puree in the small pot, take off the  
heat and leave the lid on. 

2. Remove the tema artichokes from the bag and drain the water 
from them.

3. Give them a quick rinse with cold water and pat dry.

4. Transfer to the mixing bowl and dress with the preserved lemon 
dressing.

5. Take the scallops out of the container and pat dry with a paper 
towel or J cloth.

6. Put them on a plate, pour on 1 Tbsp of neutral vegetable oil, 
sprinkle with fine salt and roll them around to make sure they are 
evenly coated with both.

7. Place the frying pan onto a medium heat and leave for 1 minute to 
make sure it’s reached temperature.

8. Place the scallops in the pan one at a time, larger flat surface down 
(as shown in the video).
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Scallops, Artichokes, Preserved 
Lemon & Fennel Pollen

You’ll need: 
 

- 20cm heavy based frying pan (non stick)

- 15cm pot, with lid

- Mixing bowl

10 minutes cooking time
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Scallops, Artichokes, Preserved 
Lemon & Fennel Pollen

Continued...

10 minutes cooking time

9. At the same time add the braised artichokes to the same pan, 
around the edge and colour both sides as the scallops cook.

10.  Fry for 60 seconds until the surface of the scallop picks up an even 
dark colour. Then flip and remove the pan from the heat.

11.  Leave the scallop to sit on the other side for 20 seconds and then 
transfer to a plate.

12.  Brush the scallop glaze on the coloured side and leave to sit. 

13.  Add a tablespoon of the puree to each plate (there is a little spare in 
case any is lost during decanting) and spread it into an even layer with 
the back of the spoon.

14.  Place two scallops on each plate and then carefully lay the tema 
artichokes over the top, one at a time, to create an even layer 
across the whole dish - this is important because you want both the 
texture and flavour enhancing characteristics of the artichokes in 
each bite.

15.  Sprinkle fennel pollen evenly across the artichokes.



Aylesbury Duck, Rosella di Lusia  
Radicchio & Blood Orange 



Aylesbury Duck, Rosella di Lusia  
Radicchio & Blood Orange 

1. Remove the duck from the fridge 2 hours before you want to start 
cooking. 

2. Season the outside of the breast with salt (pinch of salt on both sides and 
rub it into the skin).

3. Place your frying pan on medium heat, and pour in the duck fat.
4. Carefully add the breast to the pan, skin side down. It should be hot 

enough to be sizzling, but if the oil is smoking then turn down the heat. 
5. Make sure your stove extract is on full for this one!
6. Fry for 2 minutes, then carefully check the colour of the skin - it should 

be starting to colour to a deep brown.  If it looks like it may burn, 
reduce the heat.

7. Fry for a further 2 minutes, then flip the breast and continue to fry for 
60 seconds, rolling a little so that all the meat part touches the pan.

8. Add the cooking butter to the pan and “baste” or spoon the butter over 
the top of the meat - Once you have done this for 45 seconds, flip it and 
do the same again with the skin facing down.

9. Take it out of the pan and leave to rest on a plate, skin side up.
10. Mix the radicchio with the blood orange dressing and a pinch of salt.
11. Bring the duck sauce to the boil.
12. Slice the duck breast into thin slices and divide between two serving 

plates.  Add one teaspoon of sauce to each plate then sprinkle coarse salt 
over the duck.

13. Add leaves to each plate and the blood orange segments over each salad
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You’ll need: 
 
- 20cm heavy based frying pan 
- Mixing bowl

10 minutes cooking time



Chocolate Tart



1. Remove the chocolate buttons from the 2 tart cases and place the 
tart cases on the oven tray. 

2. Cut the corner of the bag containing the chocolate tart filling and 
squeeze into each tart case, filling them up half way.

3. Open the oven and place the tray on the middle shelf.

4. Leave the oven tray sticking halfway out of the oven. Carefully 
fill the tarts to the top with the remaining chocolate filling, and 
carefully slide the tray into the oven and close the door.

5. Check after 12 minutes. Gently shake the tarts - when cooked, the 
filling should have a slight ‘wobble’ to it. 

6. If it doesn’t, bake for a further 60 seconds and check again. It 
should be cooked by the 15 minute mark.

7. Remove from the oven and leave to rest for 5 minutes (if you can 
resist!) 

8. Pour a little olive oil over each tart, sprinkle on some salt and then 
grate the chocolate buttons over the top. 

9. Transfer to your plate and add a large spoon of cold creme fraiche.

Chocolate Tart
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You’ll need: 
 
- 180C oven (190C if not fan assisted)
- 1x oven tray lined with baking parchment  
- Microplane or grater

15 minutes cooking time



Brown Butter Cakes



1. Place the brown butter cakes into a preheated 160C oven for 6 
minutes. BE CAREFUL, they will be hot when you take them out.

2. Leave to stand for 1 minute before eating.

Brown Butter Cakes
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You’ll need: 
 
- 160C oven 
- Oven tray

6 minutes cooking time

Rhubarb Pastilles
1 minute prep time

1. Pour the vanilla sugar mix over the pastilles and roll around in the 
pot until evenly covered.


